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CADICA & H.I.G.

A new chapter has begun for CADICA GROUP Spa that on April 30th The new GROUP will set up the initial platform on which an ambitious
2019 saw H.I.G. EUROPE entering as investor.
path of further acquisitions will be activated that focuses on creating
the international benchmark provider of all the accessories for premium
The first step of the operation also involved TESSILGRAF CORPORATION
clothing (labels, tags, ribbons, leather accessories, embroidery,
Srl and BERNINI Srl, two time-honored companies whose products are
packaging, buttons, zipper, metal decorations etc.).
well known in the industry.
Andrea Carnevali, President and founder of CADICA GROUP, said:
The second step has involved ESTRO Srl with more production capacity
and well known for buttons expertise.
“The partnership with the international fund H.I.G. EUROPE is a key
moment in the history of the CADICA company, of the new group and
Last but not least to joint the group is SCATOLIFICIO GIORGI Srl with
of the market itself.
packaging production. All of together and the coming ones aim to
enlarge and strengthen the pole led by CADICA.
The combination of the different skills of the companies belonging to
the Group will grow and improve the service offered to our customers,
The partnership will activate important synergistic areas and will allow
both in terms of creativity, production and logistical support.
to enhance the distinctive qualities of each company within the GROUP
with an international logistics distribution (presence in USA, China, This collaboration project set a virtuous example for all the fashion
Hong Kong, India, Turkey, Romania and Tunisia), production know-how industry through which we will be able to maximize excellence and
and high experience and design expertise.
synergy”.
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THE GROUP

I SUSTAINABLE SUPPLY CHAIN
The GROUP has a fully traceable supply chain offering sustainable
and eco-friendly products.

I ROBUST & SIZEABLE PLAYER
Group turnover totals €60m. The increased size is useful for our
customers, who are going to deal with a more solid and trustable
market player.

BRAND
IDENTITY
EVOLUTION

I INNOVATION
Firms within the GROUP have always invested in RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT in order to provide their customers with the most
innovative products.

I LARGER CREATIVITY PROPOSAL
The GROUP DESIGN TEAMS are able to propose creative and unique
solutions according to customer requirements.

I PRODUCTION
The company manages different areas of expertise in production
with cross-functional skill sets. High standards ensure a lean
production process.

I GLOBAL LOGISTIC PLATFORM
The group platform responds to customers’ increasing need
for global distribution and quality of service by its presence in:
Italy, Turkey, Tunisia, China, Hong Kong, India and Romania.
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The COMPANIES’ adventure in the production of hangtags and labels
started in the 50’s in Carpi.
Later, other products and companies extended the GROUP’s range.
Our skills include a variety of experience and an ability to meet customers’
needs, interpret their ideas and provide original advice and solutions.

STRONGER
TOGETHER

These come together to shape CADICA’s Brand Identity Evolution:
consulting, graphic design, production and logistics for a dynamic, quick
and flexible service and quality products, in line with market and fashion
trends.
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INTO DETAILS

“Does not just mean attention to detail.
It invokes the intimate structure of matter”.
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An explicit and strong suggestion asking for treatment of a logo that is
able to live independently and be recognizable.
O and D are no longer letters, but rather forms. They morph into a textile
element: a seam, a metallic finish, A DETAIL.
The inspiration comes from the observation of customers’ portfolios
of exquisite trims, and of finishes that make each project unique and
recognizable, as in the world of fashion.
INTO DETAILS is more than a product, more than a service. It provides
tailoring that pays attention right down to the smallest detail.
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MISSION

MISSION
We make brands more recognizable by
designing innovative, sustainable solutions,
investing in care, reliability, creativity and
passion

Reliability
& Quality

Innovation
& Flexibility

Care
& Passion
VISION
We wish to be the main source of inspiration for
our customers and to be the company they go
to for creativity, research, quality and services.
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SUSTAINABILITY

Big things
often have
small
beginnings

The COMPANY has developed and introduced an Ethical Code of Conduct, which we fully respect and
expect all our branches and supply chains to respect as well.
Our products must be manufactured in a way that is environmentally and socially sustainable. We believe
that quality should concern all the aspects and processes of the Company
In this way, we aim at providing products that meet customer standards and comply with applicable
regulatory requirements.

Class I

Class II
Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 class I and class II
certified products avaiable upon request

Oeko-Tex® Leather Standard class II
certified products avaiable upon request

OF ETHI
DE

CO

CAL

CO

FSCTM certified products avaiable upon request

NDUCT

Our products are developed with sustainable processes and materials.

ISO 9001:2015
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WHAT WE DO

A
B

CONSULTING
& SERVICES

WEB SHOP &
LOGISTICS
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C
D

RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT

PATENTED SOLUTION
& DESIGN

A

WE PAY ATTENTION TO
THE CUSTOMER’S NEEDS
We help you to understand
what you need and how to
best achieve it.

EACH CUSTOMER HAS
A SINGLE CONTACT
PERSON
We provide Staff with
cross-functional skills able
to meet all kinds of needs.

WE CREATE TAILORED
PRODUCTS
In keeping with your brand.
At this stage, we focus on
creativity and design.

CONSULTING
& SERVICES

B

CUSTOMISED LABELS

B

Possibility of creating care
labels with percentages
and descriptions, in a
very simple way, without
any risk of transcription
errors and in complete
autonomy.

WEB SHOP
& LOGISTIC
DISTRIBUTION OF PRODUCTS
ALL AROUND THE WORLD
Our offices are located
in Europe, Hong Kong,
China, Turkey, USA,
Romania and India.

ON-LINE MANAGEMENT
OF ORDERS
Access to the on-line
catalog to place orders,
including the display of
the samples created.
Possibility of directly
supplying contractors
through the web, with the
complete control of the
parent company.

ON-LINE
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Round-the-clock pick-up
orders from stock online, 7
days a week.
Lower stock, distribution
and logistics costs.
Realtime update via email
of orders placed.
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CONTROL AND TRACEABILITY
OF ORDERS
Our platform provides
total real-time control
and traceability of orders.
Pickups of goods and
orders can be sent to the
most suitable location for
the customer.

GLOBAL PRODUCTION
Thanks to our production
network, we can assist
the customer in any
place around the world,
providing the quality and
innovation that have
always been a hallmark of
our business.

SEARCH FOR STYLE
We create new collections to provide customers
with our branding approach and our vision of
the future, by addressing market trends and
staying one step ahead of them.

C

RESEARCH INTO MATERIALS AND
MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES
Given the continuous research carried out
together with our partners, we can focus on the
application of new manufacturing techniques
and materials to create inn ovative products
and to introduce new trends and solutions to
the market.

RESEARCH &
DEVELOPMENT

D

D

PATENTED
SOLUTION &
DESIGN
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The COMPANY seeks to inspire customers by presenting two
collections a year, one per season (spring/summer + fall/winter).
These collections are the result of a thorough search for innovative
materials and techniques, designed to provide customers with
up-todate, original solutions.
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PRODUCTS &
PRODUCTION

A team specialized in BRAND IDENTITY EVOLUTION designs countless
combinations, creating unique items with the aim of enhancing our
customers’ apparel. Each product is distinctively creative, providing
inspiration for fashion designers and experts in the industry.

We aim to provide ideas that are in line with the latest trends and able
to reflect the distinctive style of each customer: each product shown in
a collection is merely an example to inspire others, and each element or
material can be customized for a unique, instantly recognizable result.

HANGTAG

LABELS

METALS

LEATHER
21

BUTTONS

PATCHES AND
EMBROIDERIES

PACKAGING

PRODUCTION

7
HANGTAGS

LABELS

The hangtag embodies the
brand’s style and image, using
fine-quality paper and refined
textiles.

An eye-catching label can be
achieved through traditional
weaving techniques, using
looms and yarns able to create
unique products.

The printing techniques
(hotstamp, lithography) and
the screenprinting or blind
embossed logos provide
details that embellish CADICA’s
hangtags and distinguish them
from an ordinary tag.

A label becomes part of the
garment it is applied to, so there
is no risk of it going unnoticed.
CADICA is proud to present
their variety of labels (shuttle
loom, selvedge, and highdefinition).

PATCHES AND
EMBROIDERIES
A variety of patches like
transfers in plastic, cotton and
technical materials, from handmade Indian embroidery to
leather, technical fabric, high
frequency and silicone.
The brand logo is embossed and
stands out from the background
thanks to the innovative
techniques and materials used.

LEATHER
Some of the materials that are
compatible with the various
treatments and washes are
natural and vegetable tanned
leather, imitation leather or
jacron, which can be decorated
with printed logos, embossed or
debossed, screen-printing, wax
finish and hand-made finishes.
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BUTTONS

METALS

Small point of light created
from natural materials or alloy
casting.

Just like some precious jewels,
the metal details light up the most
visible parts of a clothing item.

Small accents created on
innovative bases with unique
and exclusive customization
techniques.

Gold or silver-foil plates, elegant
chains, original, colorful
brooches, buttons and cufflinks...

The development phase si
followed with great attention
to detail by our team of
experienced professionals.

These are just a few of the
creative ideas that can be fully
customised.

PACKAGING - BOX
Design packaging for unique garments and
accessories, research into trends and style,
attention to detail, efficiency, innovative and
sustainable proposals for jewelry, fashion
& accessories, beauty, perfumes, spirits,
customized projects.

PACKAGING - GIFT
Original gadgets and reusable solutions to
complete the customer experience during and
after the sale.
Keychain, little design objects for home and
beauty, recycled and recyclable materials.

PACKAGING - RETAIL
Creative shopping bags to protect and
enhance the products for shops and retails.
Different shapes and dimensions, high quality
materials, exclusivity.
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PACKAGING E-COMMERCE
A unique packaging, fully customized
with personalized details and accessories:
shipping and internal boxes, dust bag,
customized tape, sealing sticker, filling
materials, authenticity seal, nylon and
paper envelope, fidelity cards, promotional
letters and branded gift.
Surprise yourself with the ample range of
materials, finishes, texture, colors and
paper that are beautifully designed, cool
and reusable.
We designed a wide range of solutions for
you to choose from.
COMPOSE THE UNBOXING EXPERIENCE!
This is the moment all e-commerce
customers have been waiting for, it is the
opening, the first encounter between the
product and the customer.
CADICA will make this experience
harmonious and unforgettable.
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ID-SOLUTIONS
PRODUCT & SERVICES

ANTI-COUNTERFEITING
CARE LABEL
The INVISIBLE PATTERN DETAIL
is easy to spot at first sight and
the SINGLE DIFFERENT COLORED
YARN is even easier for the naked
eye to see.
There are further ways to make
your item easily recognizable, and
to be sure it won’t be counterfeited.
With Laser, UV light-sensitive or
watermark labels every product
can be easily detected with a
scanner, and its authenticity
can be verified. Nobody can
fake it, your product’s identity is
undisputed.

RFID
This technology comes from the
constant research into innovative
techniques and applications. The
RFID tag can be directly inserted
into woven labels (brand and care
labels) or into hangtags. The tag
is resistant to washing with water
and stones and is soft.

AR+

BARCODE

Interactive experience of a
realworld environment whereby
the objects that reside in the
real-world are “augmented” by
computer-generated perceptual
information, sometimes across
multiple sensory modalities,
including visual, auditory,
haptic, somatosensory, and
olfactory modalities

Optical code, machine-readable,
display of data; the data usually
tell us something about the
object that carries the barcode.

NFC

A QR code uses four
standardized encoding modes
(numeric, 29 alphanumeric,
byte/binary, and kanji to efficiently
store data; extensions may also
be used.

Technology that allows wireless
interaction between consumer
and electronic, mobile phones,
PCs, home appliances and NFC
compatible tags.

QR-CODE
Machine readable optical label
that contains information on the
item to which it is attached.
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PROFESSIONAL
EXPERTISES

WOVEN LABEL EXPERTISE

PACKAGING EXPERTISE

Letizia is the head of production
at New Label and she uses her
knowledge to willingly reinvent
woven labels.

Giorgia and Alessandro, from
Scatolificio Giorgi, hold the
secret to building your dream
box or retail bag to contain your
precious products.

LEATHER EXPERTISE

BUTTONS EXPERTISE

Gualtiero is our leather expert.

Giovanni and the creative team
engage in research into new
materials and in the discovery of
the latest trends and techniques
in the buttons world.

He can assist you with the
multifaceted technical aspects
of leather products.

The development is followed
with great attention to details by
experienced professionals.
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WHAT IS IT ABOUT?
CADICA APP has a dual function: in addition to the already existing
version that responds to requests for samples, the version for
customer use has been activated as well. It is accessible through
a private account.
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CADICA APP

It is available both for IOS and Android, so it can be downloaded
from Apple Store and Google Play Store.

WHAT IS IT USED FOR?
To discover our new collections in detail, maintaining an interactive
and constant relationship with our customers.
To give to customers the opportunity to select independently the
items from our collections, choosing them from the relative catalogs.
This will become a constant updated communication tool with news,
notifications and topics of interest for our sector.
Items and the sample order will arrive directly to the sample dept.

VIDEO NEWS
Each catalog of the collection has a link to YouTube and to the relative
video with the technical explanations by our design and product teams.
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CREATIVE
EMOTION

TREND
BOOKS

CREATIVE
CONSULTANCY

A+A has been a creative engine since 1995.
We bring our customers’ ideas to life through
unique products that are the outcome of
trend insights and high tech craftsmanship.

Our 11 seasonal publications give creative
direction in several design areas, from
apparel and activewear to prints, textiles,
domestic technology and automobile or
home decor.

We have a made-to-measure approach to
help each of our customers excel in their
business objectives.

Our Milan-based studio issues seasonal
trend forecasts, original textile designs and
offers creative consultancy.
A+A delivers unique creative solutions that
are future - proof and market - ready.

Our inspirational moodboards are combined
with exclusive patterns and materials to
communicate our vision of the future.

We assess our customers’ needs to determine
the best creative approach, either by guiding
them in the creative development of their
products, or educating them in terms of
trends.

We provide additional workshops and direct
consultancy to help our customers translate
our trend books into their own products.

We host creative workshops to accelerate
the creative development of enterprises from
within and create long-term relationships.
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HEADQUARTER
COMMERCIAL OFFICES
OPERATIONAL OFFICES
CUSTOMERS(>1000)

ITALIA
CADICA GROUP Srl
Via R. Scientifica, 17/9
Office: Via S. Giacomo, 35
41012 Carpi (MO) ITALY
Ph. +39 059 633030
info@cadica.com
Skype: cadicaitaly

CADICA
AROUND
THE
WORLD

VAT/P.IVA: IT 03508840364
Cap. Soc. 1.599.760,00 I.V
C.C.I.A.A Modena 393882

HONG KONG
CADICASIA
HONG KONG Ltd
Flat A, 7/F, Sing Mei Industrial Building
29-37 Kwai Wing Road, Kwai Chung,
Hong Kong
Ph. +852 2610 0808
hongkong@cadica.com
CINA

Viale delle Rimembranze di Greco, 51
20125 Milano (MI) ITALY

CADICA TRIMS
HUIZHOU CO. Ltd
CADICA TRIMS Co. Ltd
Floor 23, Huayang Building, NO.
9, Yanda Road, Huicheng District,
Huizhou City, Guangdong Province,
China PR

Ph. +39 02 26880611
info@aadesign-studio.it

Ph. +86 0752 5757098
hz.china@cadica.com

USA-NY

INDIA

CADICA SHOWROOM MILANO
A+A DESIGN STUDIO

CADICA USA Inc.
NEW YORK BRANCH
325 W 38th Street, Suite #1706
New York, NY10018
Ph. +1 212.302.5245
ny.usa@cadica.com
USA-LA
CADICA USA Inc.
MODA STYLE
117w 9th Street #421
CA 90015 Los Angeles U.S.A
la.usa@cadica.com

CADICA INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED
E- 44, Upper Ground Floor, Sector - 63
District Gautam Budh Nagar,
UP - 201301, Noida, India
Ph. +91 1204387150
nd.india@cadica.com
TURKEY
CADICA TEKSTIL
Ve Tic. Ltd. Şti
Ikitelli Organize Sanayi Bolgesi
Eskoop Sanayi Sitesi,
B2 Blok N. 156-158-160-162

Başakşehir Istanbul, Turkey
Ph. +90 212 671 31 53/54/55
is.turkey@cadica.com
SOUTH KOREA
CADICA KOREA
32, Samseong-ro 103-gil, #202
Gangnam-gu Seoul,
Republic of Korea 06155
Ph. +82 2 569 7555
southkorea@cadica.comROMANIA
ROMANIA
CADICA ROMANIA
INTEREAST ROMANIA
Str. Antrepozite, Nr. 11
620104 Focsani,
Vrancea – Romania
ITALIAN PRODUCTION SITE
BUTTONS DEPT
Milano (MI) ITALY
LABELS DEPT
Monteodorisio (CH) ITALY
LEATHER DEPT
Verona (VR) ITALY
PACKAGING DEPT
Tolentino (MC) ITALY
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CADICA GOES GREEN
All products are created
through sustainable processes and consisting of
certified ECO-FRIENDLY
materials.

